Image 1-1
Look carefully at this machine. What adjectives would you use to describe it? What is the engineer doing?

Image 1-2
What kind of work are these people doing? What kind of tools are they using? Where are they from? List your evidence.
Image 1-3
What is being advertised? Is the advertisement targeted at business travelers or vacationers? List your evidence. What do you think the words “broad gauge” in the ad mean?

Image 1-4
Divide the image into four sections in your mind’s eye. What different elements make up this label? What is the purpose of this label? Describe how its aim is achieved.
Image 1-5
What do you think these people were doing before they posed for the photograph? Look at their clothes and tools for clues. Where are they? What is the environment all around them?

Image 1-6
Where was this photograph taken, in the city or country? What season is indicated by the clothing? How might the fruits and vegetables get to this market?